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BONUS Lesson from Wednesday's Trading Session: 

So far Wednesday (my travel day) was the only day this week NOT to develop a T3 Trend Day in our ongoing 

stimulus-manipulated short-squeeze upside bullish pathway.  Still, the first trade of the day was a successful 

breakout or retracement opportunity that ended with divergences as shown. 

Trade #2 was a rare and aggressive breakout/breakdown opportunity as price shattered support and traded 

"down away from" the $211.00 (2,110) level which we highlighted previously as a key pivot target.   

Even with the one-shot (you only got ONE chance to go short at ANY time this week so far) opportunity, 

buyers still bounced the market up - as was logical - off the $210 (2,100) target.    
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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Our ongoing "Broader Narrative" or bigger picture story about what's driving price/the markets has been and - 

as was confirmed today - continues to be the most efficient, simple, and effective way to plan and profit from 

today's markets.  So, we're simply going to keep using it and profiting from it as long as price molds to the 

ongoing narrative.  Longer term members are aware of our "Manipulation Thesis" and the simple narrative 

that the economy is recovering while Central Banks are printing money for stimulus to manipulate Treasury 

yields lower (by purchasing bonds) which thus indirectly manipulates stock prices higher (for a variety of 

interconnected reasons).  In sum, stimulus plus recovering economy equals higher stock market and that is 

confirmed by our ongoing uptrend in price and the new high achieved in the NASDAQ today.   

Plus, we were expecting this swing to take us up toward the prior high (achieve in the NASDAQ) and this has 

been our thesis for the entire week.  In sum, price continues to do EXACTLY what we suspect it will and our 

one-and-only job remains buying the pullbacks or retracements (or even breakouts) as they occur in real-time 

as price swings up toward its target (it is being short-squeezed with bears losing money to bulls). 

There were a series of bullish buy trades today - as was the case every day this week except Wednesday - and 

we simply reference every single day this week (except Wednesday) for additional similar trading lessons that 

keep us on the right side of price action. 

Short sell at any time today?  You did something wrong... but I hope we all know that by now.  If not, that's 

fine but let today be the last time you ever fight/fade a Trend Day.  View the hundreds of examples available 

to you in the archives on Trend Days and learn how to recognize Trend Days, how to trade them (buy 

pullbacks), and what you should never, ever do (fight/fade them... unless you are a very experienced trader). 

Simply look at the 1-min chart.  In strongly trending environments - like the one we have this week - on 

powerful trend days it's often best to drop your attention and perspective as an intraday trader to the 1-min 

chart and buy the pullbacks to the 1-min 20 and 50 EMA.  It's an aggressive and active tactic but - as the 1-min 

chart shows you - it works.  DO NOT DO ANYTHING ELSE. NO shorts (fades) allowed EVER while price is 

trending above the 20 and 50 EMAs on the 5-min chart.  That's illegal and will cost you money. 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

CPI Consumer Price (8:30) 

Housing Prices (8:30am EST) 

GOOGLE's BETTER THAN EXPECTED Earnings (and powerful gap after-hours) 
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July 16 Power Trenders Strong Trending Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Cross-Market Grid Update 

 

Stocks continue their short-squeezed pathway higher (as we expected) but now we trade into our upside 

target with lengthy divergences - not a superb spot to start getting long (the expected move occurred).  Be 

cautious here into the upside resistance area... but bullish on an additional short-squeeze break higher. 

Gold and Oil should probably be avoided as these markets continue to trend downward and experience 

bearish money flow/distribution.  Both markets are under positive divergence into new lows, but we prefer 

not to play reversal set-ups. 

The Dollar - like stocks - continued to trade logically higher and pushed to new swing highs today at the same 

time the Stock Market pushed to new swing highs while Gold and Oil broke to new lows.  FOLLOW the 

Intermarket Money Flow even if you just trade the stock market. 
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Google (GOOGL) May Set the Stage Bullishly Tomorrow 

 

The Chart above is Google (GOOGL) AFTER-HOURS on their positive, better than expected earnings.  Instantly 

the stock broke above the key $600 level in a powerful rally toward $675.  That's the stage that's being set for 

tomorrow's session.  Here's Google's Daily Chart with a surge AHEAD OF today's announcement: 
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Game-Planning the Next Day (30-min) 

 

Ok I'll be straight with you - the easy money has already been made.  We expected buyers to intervene and 

boost the market up to the current target level and they certainly did.  Every single day this week was a Trend 

Day and the easy money has been made - it's a reminder that we as traders MUST maximize opportunities on 

those 'rare' moments where price does EXACTLY what it should and gives us efficient trades along the way - 

don't be super conservative during these "pay-out" times.  Be aggressive when everything lines up. 

Right now, the prediction pathway is less clear because price is into a resistance target on divergences and 

buyers are likely to take profits (as sellers are likely to short-sell into this level).  We'll be open minded and 

neutral here, equally ready to KEEP PLAYING BULLISH on an extension of the short-squeeze - because that's 

what it is - occurring in the broader uptrend AND we'll be ready to stand aside or short the market on a 

movement down away from current levels. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

Let's be abundantly clear about this as well because it matters.  The market is doing exactly what it SHOULD be 

doing, according to our Broader Narrative and the Triple Timeframe Uptrend.  Stimulus, Bail-outs (including 

Greece), and intervention is manipulating the stock market higher than it otherwise would be and that is our 

ongoing and new reality.  Thus these type of short-squeeze, confuse the bears, repeat, repeat, repeat rallies 

are entirely consistent with our narrative and new reality of the current market environment.   

We were expecting an upward "Bear Trap" power impulse away from the 2,045 level with February 2015 as 

our Model (see highlight) and so far, that is PRECISELY what is occurring.  There's no need to get complicated 

or fancy with the analysis and trading - we respect it, enjoy it, and continue to profit from it as long as price 
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follows the model (straight up action) day-by-day.  We're on guard for any surprises and in the absence of 

surprises, we're simply bullish and will do whatever it takes to remain on the right side of price and continue 

to profit in this new environment of bullishly trending prices, stick-saves, intervention/manipulation that we 

enjoy and - hopefully - have adapted so that we can profit efficiently into the trend. 

 

 

 

 


